Invitation

Want to inject some meaningful, positive energy into your team and workspace?

Join the Child Nurse Practice Development initiative and Simon Hurry of the Human Strategy Group at our first clinical leadership forum.

Learn more about the **four primary styles of workforce engagement** and how to be an exceptional, visionary nurse leader, working with a strengths-based approach to workforce management.

- **Date:** 21 April 2015
- **Venue:** 7th floor lecture theatre, ICH Building, Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital, Klipfontein road, Rondebosch
- **Time:** 08:30 – 12:00
- **Cost:** R350.00 per person (tea included)
  *Groups of three or more from the same hospital/clinic/institution will receive a discount of R150.00 each (i.e. cost: R200 pp).*

Please **REPLY** to ensure your place!

Reply to Ms Ulpha Ismail or for additional information and payment details by 17 April 2015:

ulpha.ismail@uct.ac.za/021 658 5492